Work plan and Methodology -

In this research, the different states of the country will be classified based on available data and then different sectors of developing states and developed states will be analyzed.

Research Methodology will be descriptive and analytical as the required data and index will be collected through library, books, thesis, Journals, articles, research papers, published literature, government reports of various agencies such as Planning commission, Reserve bank and world bank.

While analyzing the suitable statistical tool will be used.

Chapter Plan

* Chapter I, II & III will contain Introduction, Review and Economic scenario pre & post reform of 1991 respectively.

* Chapter 4-9 will be dealing with the comparative analysis of per-capita income, infrastructure and human resources of Maharashtra, Gujarat & Rajasthan. The impact of eleventh and twelfth five year plan on these three states.

* Chapter 10 will consist objectives & hypothesis.

* Chapter 11: Findings, conclusion and suggestions.

* Annexure 1: Tables and Diagrams
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